
Day 25 – Eco Hero

Greenest



The theme which we

have chosen and found

it making us feel

resonating and like

Eco-heroes

Is Footprint.

We really had dived in

deeper for the

particular theme and



loved scribbling chalks

on the boards.

We wanted to make

something creative,

impressive, convincing

and worth depicting

our story of footprint.

We were really running

short of time but we

managed to make the



blackboards look

attractive and

revealing, we did that

stuf just within 25

minutes.

We really appreciate

the videos,

infographics, TED TALK

for the day and

calculators like



ecological footprint

calculator, topics like

Earth overshoot day,

how we can delay the

overshoot day, etc

The picture below

reflects the proof for

the theme of footprint,

first image indicates

our presentation and



2nd one is ours holding

chalk pieces, tired faces

as we had to manage it

all afer finishing our

lectures in the college.





 Apart from this day 

of footprint, we also 

loved the theme of 

biodiversity as we 

could represent each 

our works related to 

biodiversity on finer 

details and also me 

could do that because

our curriculum 



resonates 

somewhere around 

this topic and we 

three were good in 

biology, so we had 

recent access to the 

problems of 

biodiversity.



The various moves 

we could undertake 

to improve the 

current situation our 



planet is facing is 

mentioned as below :

 Reduce fashion, 

reduce shopping

 No plastic

 Less use of fossil 

fuels

 Less carbon foot 

print

 Going vegan



 Take initiatives to 

save life and save our 

resources.

 Save water and 

avoid pollution.

 Work for every 

problem that is 

causing threat.

We want to implement 

these above mentioned



measures to make our 

generations live in a 

healthy and hygienic 

and less Costlier planet,

not only market and 

shop, but enjoy 

recreating by 

adventuring, trekking, 

planting trees and 



standing protesting for 

the planet.

The screenshot of our 

social media post is as 

follows :





We have made it black 

and white because it’s 

a beautiful memory for 

our team.
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